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Vegetables have never been more popular, with the interest in natural, plant-based food at an

all-time high. Meanwhile, the appetite for home baking shows no signs of abating. Food writer

Kate Hackworthy, author of the popular site www.veggiedesserts.co.uk, has found a delicious

way to combine the two, with this book of scrumptious cakes and desserts packed full of

healthy veg.Pushing the boundaries of carrot cake, Kate puts vegetables into cakes, muffins,

biscuits, tarts, brownies, pastries and even ice cream. Vegetables bring moisture, natural

sweetness and extra nutrients to your baking, with the happy consequence that less refined

sugar and fat is required, resulting in great-tasting treats that are also a lot less naughty.With

60 original recipes, including vegan options, virtuous snacks and lighter ways to bake cakes,

this book is not about sneaking veggies into recipes, but celebrating them as hero ingredients

and making them as much a part of dessert as they are of dinner.Recipes include:Kale and

Apple Cake with Apple IcingButternut Squash Spiced MuffinsBlack Bean Chocolate

BrowniesAvocado Key Lime TartsTurmeric, Carrot and Orange Ice LolliesCauliflower Chocolate

ChurrosWord count: Approx 25,000
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TreatsIndexAcknowledgementsIntroductionThis book isn’t about sneaking vegetables into food

or disguising them in cake, but instead celebrating them loud and proud as tasty ingredients

and making them as much a part of dessert as they are of any main course.I’m passionate

about and inspired by vegetables. These wondrous, nourishing foods that grow all around us

are more than salad and much more than something you serve with dinner. They can bring

their vitamins, goodness and nutrients to any dish. And I can wrap them in cake.Probably the

most familiar dessert made with vegetables is carrot cake, and that shows quite clearly that

vegetables in desserts don’t taste like main-course vegetables – they taste like desserts. Plus

they bring their health benefits and often give a vibrant colour. Vegetables also bring bulk,

moisture, natural sugars and nutrients to desserts and mean that less fat and refined sugar

has to be added for successful results. Avocado can make a great substitute for butter, root

vegetables bring sweetness and, in some desserts, vegetable purée can replace the eggs. The

vegetables also give an amazing texture and moistness, meaning the cakes last for days and

still taste great.Just because we’re used to having veggies as savoury foods doesn’t mean we

can’t serve them in sweet dishes, too, so it’s time to whack them out of the ground and onto the

cake stand.I am unashamedly obsessed by vegetables in all of their glorious hues, textures

and flavours. I see no reason why veg and baking can’t combine to make more virtuous

desserts – or perhaps that should be more sinful vegetables! To me, adding parsnip to a

crumble is as natural as adding an apple. Grating squash into a cake seems just as logical to

me as using carrot. Because it’s sweet, fruit has long been the fresh ingredient added to

desserts, but I love the understated sweetness that vegetables can bring. It’s now time for

vegetables to shine.How did I start baking with vegetables?—Five years ago, coming up to my

son’s first birthday, I wanted him to have the obligatory birthday cake, but after months of

ensuring he ate healthy, fresh foods, I was unsettled about allowing him to indulge in the usual

cake. So I started to experiment. After a few trials, his birthday cake was ready: one layer of

chocolate and butternut squash cake, and one layer of chocolate beetroot cake, iced with

avocado buttercream icing. Now, he might be getting the chocolate and sugar (though less

than a normal cake), but at least he’d also be getting a few healthy vegetables at the same

time. The cake went down a storm with children and parents alike.From there, my obsession

with vegetable desserts quickly grew, and I became more and more intrigued by the alchemy of

replacing traditional cake ingredients with nutritious vegetables. After being frequently asked for

my recipes, I began to write about my desserts on my blog, . My crazy vegetable cakes and

bakes obviously aren’t that crazy after all, and the blog quickly began winning awards and

gaining international press to such an extent that people from all over the world began

contacting me to say that they loved my vegetable desserts. I hope that you will, too.Now, get

your apron and go eat your veg – in cake.Kate xOn a practical noteVegetables in this book

should be raw, unless specified otherwise.Although this book is about baking with vegetables,

I’ve included recipes using beans and fruits, such as avocado and cucumber. They’re normally

used in savoury dishes, so I wanted to show how versatile they are in sweet treats.Fresh

produce can be temperamental. Factors such as freshness and seasonality can affect the

colour of the final result, but it should still taste great. Go for the freshest veg you can for a

more vibrant colour.Adding vegetables to cake batter can sometimes make it split, but don’t

worry as the results will be fine. Just add a tablespoon of flour and gently mix again.Most of my



recipes have a bit of extra vanilla in them. This is a trick that allows you to use less sugar, but

keeps the sweetness.A note on blitzing – to get the brightest vegetable colours in a cake, when

it calls for purée, you’ll need to purée it well. I usually use a hand-held blender. I’ve had pricey

ones and not-so-pricey ones, and I’ve found that sometimes the cheapest ones have done the

best job of turning veg into a paste. Kale is definitely the most difficult veg to purée as it’s so

fibrous, but persevere for a bright green cake. For finely chopped and grated hard vegetables, I

like to use a mini food processor. The smaller bowl means you spend far less time scraping

down the sides.Many vegetables, even puréed, can have a varying water content, so watch the

bake towards the end of the cooking time and check for doneness with a skewer.CakesKale

and Apple Cake with Apple IcingBeetroot Chocolate Bundt Cake with Earl Grey IcingCarrot

Victoria Sponge with Carrot JamPumpkin CheesecakeRoot Vegetable Cake with Whipped

Tahini IcingPea and Vanilla Cake with Lemon IcingPear and Parsnip Cake with Salted Honey

Buttercream and Chocolate GanacheCarrot and Pineapple Polenta Cake with Pineapple

DrizzleCourgette and Poppy Seed Loaf with Lavender GlazeVegetable-Dyed Rainbow Cake

with Coconut FunfettiSpinach and Strawberry Swiss RollCucumber and Lemon Cake with Gin

IcingKale and Apple Cake with Apple IcingThis is the most popular vegetable cake on my blog,

with countless readers making it time and again. Kale has risen up the ranks to become the

world’s trendiest leafy green, but I’ve shunned the usual kale chips and smoothies, and made it

naughty by baking it into a cake. It has a delicate apple-flavoured sponge, topped with a zesty

apple icing and, although there is quite a bit of kale, the flavour doesn’t overpower the other

ingredients.I’ve found that the fresher the kale, the brighter the colour of the cake. When I can

get my hands on freshly picked local heads of kale, the green is incredibly vibrant.

Supermarket bags of chopped kale also work fine, but the colour can occasionally turn out a

little less bright. But don’t be tempted to add more kale to make the colour brighter or its flavour

will come through too much!Serves 12For the cake—200g/7oz/6½ packed cups fresh kale

leaves, woody stalks discarded3 large free-range eggs100ml/3½fl oz/scant ½ cup vegetable

oil2 tsp vanilla extract100g/3½oz/½ cup apple sauce (see tip on here)175g/6¼oz/heaped ¾

cup granulated sugar2 eating (dessert) apples, peeled and grated250g/9oz/2 cups plain (all-

purpose) flour2 tsp baking powder½ tsp saltbutter, or non-stick cooking spray, for greasingFor

the apple icing—2 tbsp unsalted butter, softened2 tbsp smooth apple sauce250g/9oz/1¾ cups

plus 1 tbsp icing (confectioners’) sugar½ tsp vanilla extractTo decorate—1 handful of

blueberries (optional)To make the cakePreheat the oven to 180°C/160°C fan/350°F/gas 4.

Grease and line two 20cm/8in round cake pans.Tear the kale leaves into bite-sized pieces and

boil or steam them for a few minutes until tender. Refresh by running under cold water to cool,

then drain, squeeze out any excess moisture and purée well with a hand blender. Kale is one

of the more difficult vegetables to purée, since it’s quite fibrous, and I’ve found a hand blender

works best. Persevere for a few minutes to blitz the fibrous leaves to a paste, though it will still

be slightly stringy. Set aside.In a large bowl, beat the eggs, oil, vanilla, apple sauce and sugar

together with an electric mixer. Beat in the kale purée and grated apple. Sift in the flour, baking

powder and salt, then gently combine.Divide the mixture between the prepared pans and bake

for 30 minutes, or until a skewer inserted in the middle comes out clean.Leave to cool in the

pans for 5 minutes, then turn out onto a wire rack to cool completely.To make the apple icingIn

a large bowl, beat the butter and apple sauce with an electric mixer. Add the remaining icing

ingredients and beat until smooth. If necessary, add a little more icing sugar or a teaspoon of

milk to reach the consistency of thick frosting. Store in the fridge until ready to use.Sandwich

the cakes together with about a quarter of the icing, then spread the remaining icing over the

top and sides of the cooled cake. Top with the blueberries to finish.Tip—In both the icing and



cake, apple sauce replaces some of the fat and sugar, lightening the texture. If your apple

sauce has chunks, it’s fine for the cake, but is best completely smooth for the icing, so purée it

with a hand blender. If you don’t have apple sauce, just peel, core and slice 4 apples, steam

until soft, then purée with a hand blender, then measure out the amounts needed in the

recipe.Beetroot Chocolate Bundt Cake with Earl Grey IcingA bundt cake looks so retro, so

regal. It sits on the serving plate like a sponge crown, its intricate silhouette determined by your

choice of pan. One of the great things about the ornate shape is that you need only a little bit of

icing to decorate it beautifully. The sponge of this cake is springy and light, with a decadent

fudgy chocolate taste that pairs well with the subtle earthiness of beetroot. I’ve infused the

icing with Earl Grey, so you can have your cup of tea and slice of cake in one. The tea’s

bergamot and citrus notes give a subtle flavour to complement the rich chocolate cake as the

icing slides down the bundt cake’s ridges. The best decoration for this cake is a garland of fruit,

because there are no sprinkles or sparkles as beautiful as fresh berries.Serves 12For the cake

—200g/7oz/1 cup cooked beetroot (roasted, boiled or steamed, see tip on here)100g/3½oz/

generous !S cup plain full-fat yogurt100ml/3½fl oz/scant ½ cup vegetable oil150g/5¼oz/¾ cup

granulated sugar3 large free-range eggs2 tsp vanilla extract250g/9oz/2 cups plain (all-

purpose) flour60g/2oz/scant !T cup unsweetened cocoa powder2 tsp baking powder½ tsp

bicarbonate of soda (baking soda)½ tsp saltbutter or non-stick cooking sprayFor the Earl Grey

icing—4 tbsp double (heavy) cream2 Earl Grey tea bags180g/6¼oz/generous 1¾ cups icing

(confectioners’) sugar2–3 tsp warm water, to thinTo decorate—2 handfuls of mixed berriesTo

make the cakePreheat the oven to 180°C/160°C fan/350°F/gas 4. Grease a 20cm/8in bundt

pan with butter or non-stick cooking spray.Purée the beetroot with a hand blender and set

aside.In a large bowl, beat the yogurt, oil and sugar together with an electric mixer. Add the

eggs, one at a time, and beating each one in well. Stir in the puréed beetroot with the

vanilla.Sift in the flour, cocoa, baking powder, bicarbonate of soda and salt, then gently mix

until combined.Pour into the prepared pan and bake for 50–60 minutes, or until a skewer

inserted in the middle comes out clean.Leave to cool in the pan for 10 minutes, then turn out

onto a wire rack to cool completely.To make the Earl Grey icingGently warm the cream in a

small pan, then remove from the heat and add the tea bags. Allow the tea to steep in the warm

cream for 5 minutes, swirling the cream in the pan occasionally.Remove the tea bags and

gently squeeze out any cream from them back into the pan, taking care not to split the bags

open. Leave to cool completely.Sift the icing sugar into the cream and whisk until smooth,

adding enough warm water, a teaspoon at a time, to thin to a thick drizzling consistency.

Drizzle over the completely cooled bundt cake, down the ridges, then top with the mixed

berries.Tip—You can make this cake with any cooked beetroot, such as leftover roasted or

boiled beets, and for ease you can even use the vacuum-packed ones found in most

supermarkets, but be sure to get the type that isn’t packed in vinegar.Carrot Victoria Sponge

with Carrot JamCarrot cakes have long been wintery, spiced affairs with lots of oil and

cinnamon, but I also like to use carrots in lighter desserts. Here, I’ve put finely grated carrot into

the batter of a classic Victoria sponge, giving extra natural sweetness and an orange colour to

this airy cake.I’ve sandwiched the layers together with a simple three-ingredient carrot jam,

which is based on a recipe from Mrs Beeton’s Book of Household Management (1865). It’s

really easy to make, luminously bright orange and, oddly, tastes just like apricot jam. It adds a

great flavour to the cake, plus you’ll have loads left over for spreading on toast at breakfast. You

should always use sterilized jars, and the easiest way to sterilize them is to run them through

the dishwasher and use them hot and dry when the cycle has finished. The carrot jam can be

substituted with apricot jam.Serves 8For the carrot jamMakes 700g/1lb 9oz/2!S cups (2–3 jam



jars)—750g/1lb 10oz carrots, peeled450g/1lb/2 cups granulated sugarzest of 1 lemonjuice of 2

lemonsFor the cake—100g/3½oz carrot (about 1 medium carrot)150g/5¼oz/!T cup unsalted

butter, softened, plus extra for greasing115g/4oz/½ cup caster (superfine) sugar2 large free-

range eggs2 tsp vanilla extract200g/7oz/1!T cups plain (all-purpose) flour2 tsp baking powder½

tsp saltFor the filling and decoration—150ml/5fl oz/scant !T cup double (heavy) creamabout 2

tbsp caster (superfine) sugarTo make the carrot jamGrate one of the peeled carrots so you

have 50g/2oz/!S cup of grated carrot. Set aside. Chop the rest of the carrots into rounds, then

place them in a saucepan with enough cold water to just cover them. Bring to the boil, then

cook over a medium heat for about 10 minutes until soft. Drain, then purée the carrots with a

hand blender (or in a food processor). Put the puréed carrots into a sieve (fine-mesh strainer)

and press out, and discard, any excess water.Weigh out 400g/14oz of puréed carrot (see Tip

on here on how to use the rest).Put the purée and the 50g/2oz/!S cup of grated carrot into a large

saucepan over a medium heat. Add the sugar, bring to the boil, and boil for 5 minutes, stirring

constantly. Skim off and discard any froth that rises to the top.Allow the jam to cool slightly,

then stir in the lemon zest and juice. Pour into sterilized, lidded jars, seal, and leave to cool,

then refrigerate.To make the cakePreheat the oven to 190°C/170°C fan/375°F/gas 5. Grease

two 15cm/6in round cake pans and line the bases with baking parchment.Peel and finely grate

the carrots or whiz in a food processor until finely chopped, then set aside.In a large bowl,

cream together the butter and sugar with an electric mixer until pale and fluffy. Add the eggs,

one at a time and beating each one in well, then stir in the carrot and vanilla. Sift in the flour,

baking powder and salt, and fold in gently to combine.Divide the batter between the prepared

cake pans and bake for 20 minutes, or until golden and the centre springs back when

touched.Leave to cool in the pans for 5 minutes, then turn out onto a wire rack to cool

completely.To finishBeat the cream with about 2 teaspoons of sugar together until thick.When

the cakes are completely cool, sandwich them together with 2–3 tablespoons of carrot jam and

the cream, then lightly dust the top with the remaining caster sugar.Tip—Any leftover carrot

purée from the jam can be mixed with a little maple syrup and cinnamon, then used as a

topping for porridge or yogurt.Pumpkin CheesecakeThis pumpkin cheesecake is rich, gently

spiced and as smooth as silk. Cheesecakes can be a little finicky, and sometimes the top

cracks, or it might sink a little. But don’t panic – it will still taste amazing. Just follow the

instructions to the letter, make sure that the ingredients are at room temperature and don’t

overbeat the mixture. You just want to mix it and make it smooth, not whip in loads of air. This

cheesecake needs time and patience, but it’s completely worth it. I’ve based my recipe on US

chef Paula Deen’s classic, because if there are two things Americans know about, it’s pumpkin

and cheesecake.Serves 10For the base—200g/7oz/2 cups digestive biscuits (Graham

crackers)85g/3½oz/!S cup unsalted butter, meltedFor the filling—3 x 225g/8oz packages soft

cheese, at room temperature425g/15oz can of pumpkin purée200g/7oz/1 cup caster

(superfine) sugar4 tbsp crème fraîche (sour cream)2 tbsp plain (all-purpose) flour4 large free-

range eggs1 tsp vanilla extract½ tsp ground cinnamon¼ tsp ground gingerTo make the

basePreheat the oven to 170°C/150°C fan/350°F/gas 4. Make sure all the ingredients are at

room temperature.Crush the digestive biscuits and place them into a large bowl, then pour in

the melted butter and mix well. Press the mixture evenly over the base of a 23cm/9in round

springform cake pan.Bake the base for 10 minutes, then remove from the oven and set aside.

Leave the oven on.To make the fillingIn a large bowl, beat the soft cheese with an electric

mixer on medium/low until smooth. Add the pumpkin purée, sugar, crème fraîche and flour, and

continue mixing until smooth. Add the eggs, cinnamon, vanilla and ginger, and beat on medium/

low until completely combined, then continue mixing for about 1 minute more. Be sure to



scrape down the sides of the bowl during mixing to make sure that it is all completely

combined.Pour the mixture over the base and bake for 60 minutes, or until the top is slightly

browned and the centre is set and risen but still slightly jiggly.Remove it from the oven and

allow to come to room temperature, then refrigerate overnight, or until thoroughly chilled. It will

continue to set until cool.Tip—Not all cheesecake recipes call for pre-baking the crust, but I

recommend that you do. After years of watching baking shows on the telly, we’ve all learned

that nobody likes a soggy bottom.Root Vegetable Cake with Whipped Tahini IcingThis is a

great way to use up any leftover root veg, including carrots, parsnips and beetroot, and even

turnip or swede (rutabaga). Each vegetable brings a different, earthy sweetness, and all work

well within the spiced sponge. You can use a single type of vegetable or a mix of whatever you

have to hand. If using organically grown veg for your Sunday roast, you can save the washed

peelings and finely grate them for this cake – it’s a great way to reduce food waste.
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Cookbook

Rho, “Great recipes. I love the recipes and the photos are so pretty. Really glad I bought this!”

Jesse, “Kate's dessert & veg cake cookery book is a good buy.. I follow Kate on Twitter and

always love her recipies & want to try them , so I invested in this book.it's got clear and simple

recipies, instructions & great photos of the finished product. My young grandson eats no veg

except carrots but loves cakes, so I'm going to tempt him with cakes and test some of the

recipes out on him. Overall im impressed with this no fuss, but lovely cookery book & would

definitely reccomend it.”

Victoria Jones, “Great for getting creative with veg. This is a great book for starting to bake with

veg. Each recipe has a short description of the main veg used and what it has to offer the

recipe as well as tips on what the flavours go well with. The recipes themselves are pretty

much basic ingredients apart from the veg, so they’re not too hard for beginners to start

experimenting. I would recommend this if your trying to expand your palate or to entice your

kids with healthier/tastier options.”

Keli, “Gorgeous book with truly creative recipes!. Love love love this book. Thank you so much

for this work of art. This book is great with creative recipes that put vegetables at the heart of

the dish. A must have in your cookbook collection.Please write another book! Looking forward

to more. :-)”

Amy L, “This is a fantastic cookbook packed with so many great ideas to celebrate .... This is a

fantastic cookbook packed with so many great ideas to celebrate veggies. I love that that this

book moves away from the idea of veggies being a bit bland and boring and having to "hide"

them with other foods, and instead uses them to create beautiful and vibrant desserts. A

delightful addition to any cookbook collection!”

Susie, “A MUST HAVE BOOK- show stoppers!. Such an amazing book full of unique and

delicious recipes. Made some of the cakes for taking to a party.... people loved them.Certainly

one way to get your 5 a day.”

The book by Kate Hackworthy has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 60 people have provided feedback.
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